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KPMG's Actuarial and Financial Risk 
Management practice addresses this 
universal business dilemma head on.  
We allow organisations to optimally balance 
objectives against risks by helping them 
manage, assess and quantify their financial 
obligations in the context of their long-term 
business outlook.

From small domestic companies to global 
multinationals, we work with organizations 
on their most important actuarial challenges, 

approaching industry issues from their 
perspective, not ours. By applying our  
cross-sector industry knowledge and 
deep technical know-how to the financial 
uncertainties confronting your organisation, 
we can help you mitigate and manage 
risks- both current and emerging - across a 
broad range of financial issues, while better 
positioning you to seize opportunity and 
develop sustainable business strategies.

Value
Every business is different, with its own vision, goals,   
and challenges. Yet, as they strive to achieve and grow,   
the risks associated with meeting and managing financial 
commitments and agreements can be particularly difficult  
and dauntingly complex.

Adding value to your business

Property and 
casualty insurance

Pensions and other 
post-employment benefits

Life and 
health insurance
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KPMG's actuarial specialists have the 
expertise and experience to assist you with 
liability estimation and reserve reviews, 
capital modelling and regulatory compliance 
and risk management – from regular 
compliance and accounting work to complex 
advisory support, including assistance with 
mergers and acquisitions.

We're passionate about earning your trust. 
This means we are accountable – individually 
and as a team.  And to your industry and  
our own – for the services we provide and  
the value we deliver. We measure our 
success from the only perspective that 
matters – yours.

Commitment
Anticipating tomorrow, delivering today. Our team of locally based 
actuarial resources have wide-ranging technical and commercial 
experience and the market insights you need, and are backed by 
the strength of our global network. We are committed to bringing 
our best to you. 

Our commitment to you

Listen to 
your needs

Look for 
opportunities to 

share and transfer 
our knowledge to 

your team

Focus on bringing 
our expertise to the 
table and working 

on a solution
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KPMG provides a broad 
range of actuarial services  
to insurers including:
Risk and regulatory transformation: 
We can help you reduce risk exposures 
and improve capital management 
by enhancing compliance with ever-
evolving regulations and accounting 
standards; adopting a sound asset 
liability management (ALM) framework; 
improving financial reporting; and 
ensuring CISSA is embedded in   
your processes.

Operational effectiveness and 
efficiency: Businesses continually   
strive to improve the processes,  
systems, organisation and governance  
of their actuarial and reporting functions.

Our actuaries provide a range of related 
services, including business model 
redesign, assessment of acquisitions  
and disposals, rating factor analysis and 
peer reviews.

Customer and channel management: 
Maximise your client retention, revenue 
and profitability by enhancing the 
customer experience and distribution 
effectiveness through sound product 
development, actuarial pricing, predictive 
modelling and profitability analysis   
and reviews.

Our active and extensive industry 
participation and experience helps keep 
KPMG’s Actuarial professionals attuned 
to the insurance industry’s needs. Some 
examples of our involvement include:

1. Presenting on IFRS 17 implementation 
at the Loss Reserves Seminar of the 
Casualty Actuarial Society.

2. Publishing an article on independence 
in the insurance linked securities (ILS) 
fund space in Bermuda Finance. 

3. Participating actively with the Society 
of Actuaries. 

When might your 
organisation need   
actuarial services? 
Regardless of industry, working with 
actuaries – and leveraging their holistic 
approach to business improvement – is 
becoming more common. Some of the 
strategies we can help you with are:

Valuations and projections:

• Insurance reserve valuations

• Embedded value calculation and 
dynamic financial analysis

Consulting and advisory services:

• Risk management and   
mitigation strategies

• Actuarial and finance transformations

• Accounting changes and  
regulatory requirements

• Peer reviews

• Loss reserve specialist services for 
ILS and Bermuda Monetary Authority 
(BMA) compliance 

Audit support services:

• Reviewing valuation and reserving 
assumptions, actuarial results   
and disclosures

• Reviewing insurance liabilities  
 and assumptions

• Reviewing liabilities related to  
member loyalty programs and  
product warranty programs

Independent valuation services:    
We independently evaluate actuarial  
NAV components (loss reserves and  
fair value adjustments) for ILS managers, 
synthesising valuation indications from 
market data, model outputs and cedant 
advice. Through our extensive work in the 
ILS space, we have compiled a knowledge 
base of benchmark information on 
cedants and events, and we frequently 
have visibility on the same contract from 
multiple perspectives. Our experience with 
contract terms and features is a valuable 

resource in navigating complex loss-impacted 
scenarios. Confidence in fund management 
is of utmost importance to ILS investors, and 
independent valuation services from KPMG 
help to build that confidence.

Regulatory support: Support on dealing  
with increasing demands from regulators 
including support with BMA Economic 
Balance Sheet, BSCR calculation   
(e.g., assessing appropriate capital charges  
for your business and other regulatory 
disclosure requirements). 

Actuarial opinions: Our BMA - approved 
actuaries are experienced in providing 
actuarial opinions on range of life insurers, 
reinsurers and captives as per the regulator's 
latest requirements.

Reserving: Support with reserve studies, 
model development / validation, process 
optimisation and understanding the financial 
impacts on various frameworks including 
Bermuda EBS, IFRS, US GAAP, and   
Solvency II, etc.

CISSA (ORSA): Support with development 
of CISSA or ORSA including Enterprise Risk 
Management framework support, assurance 
over current practice and documentation. 

Pricing support: Includes design, 
parameterisation, implementation, 
documentation and business application. 

Internal audit and control: Support with 
establishing new process elements, with 
appropriate control activities, to support the 
reliability of the new reporting basis.

Mergers and acquisitions: Support with 
acquisitions and divestitures.

Data and Analytics
From centralised monitoring and  
governance to maximising your profitability, 
we can transform your data into insights  
that will drive your business forward and 
generate results. 

Our approach to analytics includes   
the latest analysis techniques and   
data visualisations, coupled with an   
in-depth knowledge of industry data.
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We support the entire analytics  
lifecycle, from exploration to discovery 
to implementation. 

ILS
Our team has worked with a number of 
ILS fund managers in Bermuda, and we 
are well prepared to provide independent 
reviews of valuation policy and the 
valuation components. We understand 
the issues faced by fund managers, 
having first-hand experience. It is also 
important to know that we served the 
sector through the challenging events 
of 2017, when funds were initially tested 
by significant loss events, and we are 
actively applying the knowledge and 
lessons learned.

Life Insurance 
Bermuda has seen substantial growth in 
the life insurance market, and it is now 
the largest sector in terms of assets 
under management. We have responded 
to the demand from the market, and are 
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Meet the team
Our Actuarial and Financial Risk 
Management team is Bermuda’s largest 
with 13 dedicated professionals. Given  
the team we have in place, there isn’t  
much that we haven’t seen or have 
experience with, and this includes actuarial 
valuations and reserving for BMA classes 
of (re)insurers, as well as participants in  
the ILS space. 

We have a strong background working with 
complex reinsurance arrangements, and 
our team has done work on Solvency II and 
Economic Balance Sheets for both P&C 

and Life companies. Additionally, our firm 
is heavily invested in IFRS 17 capabilities 
and includes supporting large, multinational 
organisations that are preparing for this 
new and incoming regulation. 

Our practice serves clients in Bermuda, 
the Caribbean, North America, Europe, 
the Middle East, as well as Latin America 
and Hong Kong. We maintain vast libraries 
of benchmarks that support our advisory 
work and ensures our clients are always 
at the frontline of best practice. In addition 
to our access to the strong and worldwide 

network of KPMG resources, our local 
team has on-the-ground experience 
working in both established and emerging 
markets. You will find that we deliver 
leading professional services at very 
competitive fees, and we can tailor our 
service to your needs by also leveraging our 
firm’s offshore resources for added value. 

We also offer secondments of  
actuarial professionals to fill short-   
or medium-term needs.

committed to growing our team and we are 
well positioned to help you manage a range 
of insurance issues, including: 

• Implementing capital   
management and optimisation   
across regulatory environments

• Improving your pricing and reporting 
processes, including the use of   
new technologies

• Embedding risk management into 
business operations

• Supporting with acquisitions   
and divestitures

P&C Run-off
Legacy liability is strong and growing in 
Bermuda, and we have the privilege of 
counting its most significant players among 
our clients. With our finger on the pulse on 
this sector, we know the unique landscape 
of this business and bring insights and 
perspective, making us your ideal, trusted 
partner in the run-off space. 

IFRS 17
With Bermuda’s international connections, 
we’ve built our IFRS 17 expertise across 
a number of client engagements. We 
have the experience to assist our clients 
in conforming to the standard and 
understanding the implications of adopting 
it. Many organisations are realizing that 
IFRS 17 compliance represents a more 
significant investment than anticipated, and 
with the implementation date approaching, 
you can work with our team to make  
this critical transition both effective   
and efficient. 
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James is a Senior Manager on the team, 
and he is a Fellow of the Institute and 
Faculty of Actuaries (FIA). James is a P&C 
actuary, and he joined the firm from Axis 
in London where he was a lead reserving 
actuary. Prior to that, James was working 
as a consultant for a professional services 
firm, also based in London. 

jamesfielding@kpmg.bm

James 
Fielding

Kevin is a Manager and a Member of 
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
(FIA), and his previous experience was 
with Allianz in London. Since joining us, 
Kevin was recently on secondment at 
the Bermuda Monetary Authority (BMA), 
where he reviewed life insurers’ CISSA 
and BSCR submissions, and assisted the 
BMA assess the riskiness of companies 
based on a company-by-company review.

kevinoreilly@kpmg.bm

Kevin 
O'Reilly

Sam is a Manager and a Member of the 
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (FIA). 
Sam joined our firm from an actuarial 
consultancy in Zimbabwe, and he 
provides support to our captive, ILS,  
and hedge fund re clients. 

sammawoyo@kpmg.bm

Sam 
Mawoyo

Julie is a Senior Manager, and she is a 
Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries (FIA). As a life actuary, Julie 
joined us from KPMG in London where 
she worked on large life company audits, 
as well as projects involving Solvency II 
and IFRS 17.

juliemcdonald@kpmg.bm

Julie 
McDonald

The team is led by William (Bill) Miller, 
Managing Director, Actuarial and Financial 
Risk. Bill is a Fellow of the Casualty 
Actuarial Society (CAS) and a Member of 
the American Academy of Actuaries, and 
he has more than 40 years of experience 
in the property, casualty accident, and 
health insurance and consulting industry. 
Bill signs opinions and reviews reserves 
and capital adequacy for many companies 
in Bermuda.

billmiller@kpmg.bm

Bill 
Miller

Kyle is a Director on the team, and he  
is a P&C actuary and a Fellow of the 
Casualty Actuarial Society (CAS). He has 
more than 20 years’ experience in the 
insurance and consulting industry, most 
recently with two major Bermuda-based 
reinsurance companies.

kylevrieze@kpmg.bm

Kyle 
 Vrieze
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Daniel is an Assistant Manager on the 
team, and he is an Associate of the 
Casualty Actuary Society (ACAS). He has 
been with the firm for approximately four 
years and has developed expertise in loss 
reserve valuations across a broad range of 
reserving lines. Daniel is our local subject 
matter lead on KLASS, KPMG’s internal 
global reserving software.

danielandrade@kpmg.bm

Daniel 
Andrade

Guarav is an Assistant Manager and a 
Member of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries (FIA). Guarav joined us from 
another professional services firm, where 
he worked on projects covering IFRS 17 
implementation, SOX audits, model 
review, and product restructuring.

gauravmakkar@kpmg.bm

Gaurav 
Makkar

Ankit is a Senior and a Member of the 
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (FIA). 
Ankit has five years’ experience in the 
insurance and consulting industry, 
and he has worked on various large 
engagements in both the insurance and 
reinsurance sectors. These engagements 
include actuarial assistance for audits of 
large general insurance companies and 
valuation of loss reserves.

ankitarora@kpmg.bm

Ankit 
Arora

James joined the Actuarial and Financial 
Risk Management team as an Assistant 
Manager, having 11 years of experience in 
data visualisation and statistical modelling.

Most recently, James worked for a large 
Canadian P&C insurer, where he led several 
data-driven projects including developing 
metrics to assess new business quality, as 
well as fraud management initiatives.

James also worked for the Ontario 
government where he developed KPIs  
for the education sector.

jamesgordon@kpmg.bm

James 
Gordon

Vertika is a Senior and Member of 
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
(FIA). She has more than seven years’ 
experience working in the actuarial field. 
Vertika supports the team with insurance 
and reinsurance loss reserve calculations, 
captives, and pensions.

vertikabhargava@kpmg.bm

Vertika 
Bhargava

Fortunate is an Assistant Manager on the 
Life Actuarial team. She is a part-qualified 
actuary of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries (UK). Fortunate has over six 
years’ experience in life insurance and 
pension pricing and reserving for insurance 
industries, including emerging markets and  
start-ups. Fortunate performs actuarial 
reserve and solvency compliance reviews 
for KPMG’s life (re)insurance clients.

fortunatemashiri@kpmg.bm

Fortunate
Mashiri
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Bill Miller  
Managing Director, 
Actuarial and Financial Risk 
T: +1 441 294 2639  
E: billmiller@kpmg.bm

Kyle Vrieze
Director, 
Actuarial
T: +1 441 294 2719  
E: kylevrieze@kpmg.bm

Contact us

The information contained herein is of general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular 
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